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Abstract Recent observations upstream of Earth’s bow shock have revealed that foreshock transients can
not only accelerate solar wind ions by reflection at their upstream boundaries but may also accelerate ions
inside them. Evidence for the latter comes from comparisons of ion spectra inside and outside the cores, and
from evidence of leakage of suprathermal ions from the cores. However, definite evidence for, and the
physics of, ion acceleration in the foreshock transients are still open questions. Using case studies of
foreshock transients from Time History of Events andMacroscale Interactions during Substorms observations,
we reveal an ion acceleration mechanism in foreshock transients that is applicable to ~25% of the transients.
The ion energy flux is enhanced between several keV to tens of keV in the cores. We show that these
energetic ions are reflected at the earthward moving boundary of foreshock transients, are accelerated
through partial gyration along the convection electric field, and can leak out both upstream and downstream
of the foreshock transients. Using ionsmoving self-consistently with a generic 3-D global hybrid simulation of
a foreshock transient, we confirm this physical picture of ion acceleration and leakage. These accelerated
ions could be further accelerated at the local bow shock and repopulate the foreshock, increasing the efficacy
of solar wind-magnetosphere interactions.

1. Introduction

Earth’s foreshock is filled with backstreaming particles reflected and accelerated at the bow shock (e.g.,
Eastwood et al., 2005). Under certain conditions, mostly during a Sun-Earth-aligned solar windmagnetic field,
these particles can interact with solar wind plasma and discontinuities, formingmany types of foreshock tran-
sients. These include foreshock bubbles (FBs) (Liu et al., 2015; Omidi et al., 2010; Turner et al., 2013), hot flow
anomalies (HFAs) (e.g., Lin, 2002; Omidi & Sibeck, 2007; Schwartz et al., 1985), spontaneous hot flow anoma-
lies (SHFAs) (Omidi et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013), and foreshock cavities (e.g., Lin, 2003; Sibeck et al., 2002).
Foreshock bubbles and hot flow anomalies form from concentration and thermalization of foreshock ions at a
solar wind discontinuity as the resulting enhanced thermal pressure pushes back on surrounding cold solar
wind ions. Spontaneous hot flow anomalies look similar to hot flow anomalies, but form due to the interac-
tion between foreshock cavitons (e.g., Blanco-Cano et al., 2011) and the bow shock spontaneously without
discontinuities. Foreshock cavities form when a foreshock region is bounded by field lines that are uncon-
nected to the bow shock, which results in pressure difference and expansion (Schwartz et al., 2006). These
four types of foreshock transients have a common characteristic: a hot, tenuous core surrounded by a shock
or compressional boundaries. Because of the low dynamic pressure in their cores, as they encounter the bow
shock they cause it to move outward, resulting in perturbations in the magnetosphere-ionosphere system
(e.g., Archer et al., 2014, 2015; Sibeck et al., 1999).

Recent observations have revealed another important aspect of these foreshock transients, particle accelera-
tion (e.g., Kis et al., 2013; Liu, Hietala, et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2013, 2016). Although shock acceleration is one
of the most important acceleration mechanisms in the universe, the physical mechanism behind such highly
effective acceleration is still not fully understood. For example, the energetic particle source for diffusive
shock acceleration is unclear (this is also known as the injection problem (e.g., Caprioli et al., 2015; Jokipii,
1987; Sundberg et al., 2016)). Recent observations (e.g., Liu, Hietala, et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2016) suggest
that foreshock transients may be an efficient preaccelerator of particles for the parent shock, and they may
work synergistically with other shock acceleration processes at the most potent shocks. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to understand how foreshock transients accelerate particles.

Recent observations have revealed several mechanisms of particle acceleration by foreshock transients. Because
foreshock bubbles typically expand faster than the local fast-wave speed (e.g., Liu, Turner, et al., 2016), a
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new shock (the FB shock) forms upstream of the core. Like Earth’s bow shock, an FB shock can reflect and
accelerate solar wind particles through shock drift acceleration, forming a new foreshock, the FB foreshock
(Liu, Hietala, et al., 2016). Additionally, inside foreshock transients’ cores, electrons can be accelerated to
hundreds of keV (Wilson et al., 2016). A recent statistical study revealed that almost all foreshock
transients (including FBs, HFAs, SHFAs, and possibly foreshock cavities) can accelerate electrons in their
cores (Liu, Angelopoulos, Hietala, & Wilson, 2017). Fermi acceleration, that is, bouncing between the
converging bow shock and foreshock transient’s boundary, is one of the acceleration mechanisms (Liu,
Lu, et al., 2017).

Ion mean energy enhancement in foreshock transients’ cores, on the other hand, has been observed
clearly only occasionally in a recent statistical study (Liu, Angelopoulos, Hietala, & Wilson, 2017).
However, as pointed out in that study, energetic ions accelerated in the foreshock transients have gyrora-
dii that are very much larger than foreshock transient boundaries, and thus, some of these ions can readily
escape from the core to the solar wind (see section 5 for detailed discussion). Such escape was clearly
documented in Liu, Angelopoulos, and Hietala (2017). Therefore, ion leakage from the core into the region
surrounding foreshock transients can mask our detection of ion acceleration in foreshock transients by
lowering the ion flux and average energy in the core and enhancing them in the background. This implies
that ion acceleration in foreshock transients can evade detection and thus may be more common than
surmised from earlier statistics. How common ion acceleration is inside foreshock transients, definitive
observational evidence for the ion acceleration process there, and the physics of the acceleration mechan-
ism are still open questions.

Previous 2-D hybrid simulations by Omidi et al. (2010) suggest that ions may be accelerated by bouncing
between the bow shock and an earthward moving FB’s upstream boundary, which could also be true for
HFAs, SHFAs, and foreshock cavities, although this effect has not been reported observationally. Electrons,
however, have been recently observed to be accelerated through such a process (clearly, in a small subset,
13%, of electron acceleration events; the process may also be operational in other cases but may be more
difficult to prove in those cases) (Liu, Lu, et al., 2017). Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that a similar,
Fermi-like process also operates on ions.

To find evidence for this process, we perform case studies using Time History of Events and Macroscale
Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) data. To further confirm our observational results and our under-
standing of the acceleration process, we also apply global hybrid simulations and particle tracing. In 2-D
simulations a foreshock bubble is infinitely long in the third dimension, meaning that ions are more easily
trapped inside an FB. Thus, in 2-D simulations, ions are more likely to bounce at the approaching boundaries
before escaping than in reality, because FBs are finite in all three dimensions. Therefore, here we employ 3-D
hybrid simulations to achieve a more realistic, finite FB spatial structure.

An overview of our data and simulation approach will be presented in section 2. We will show three observa-
tional case studies in section 3. Simulation results and their comparison to observations will be presented in
section 4. In section 5 we will discuss our results and potential effects. We summarize and conclude in
section 6.

2. Data and Methods

We used data from the THEMIS mission probes TH-B and TH-C in 2008 and 2009 (Angelopoulos, 2008). In
the first two dayside seasons of that mission (Sibeck & Angelopoulos, 2008), TH-B (~30 RE apogee) and TH-
C (~20 RE apogee) were often in the foreshock. We analyzed plasma data from the electrostatic analyzer
(ESA) (McFadden et al., 2008) and the solid-state telescope (SST) (Angelopoulos, 2008) and magnetic field
data from the fluxgate magnetometer (Auster et al., 2008). In this work, other than GSE coordinates, DSL
phi is also used to indicate the particles’ direction of motion. In the “Despun-Sun-Lvector” (DSL) coordinate
system, the Z axis is along the spacecraft’s spin axis (approximately along ecliptic south) and the Y axis is
the cross product between the Sun direction and Z. The third axis, X, completes the right-hand system and
thus points roughly sunward. The azimuth in DSL expressed in polar coordinates, DSL phi, is roughly the
reverse of GSE phi, since the spacecraft’s spin axis is roughly opposite GSE Z (DSL phi = 0°, 90°, 180°, and
270° are roughly sunward, dawnward, tailward, and duskward moving particles) (Angelopoulos, 2008).
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Next, we introduce how we select events. According to the simulation by Omidi et al. (2010), if ions can
gain energy through bouncing, that is, reflection at the earthward moving upstream boundary of fore-
shock transients, earthward ions faster than the solar wind should be observed. Thus, we use the observa-
tions of energetic earthward component inside cores of foreshock transients as a criterion to search the
event list of FBs, HFAs, SHFAs, and possible foreshock cavities observed in fast-survey mode in 2008
and 2009 reported in Liu, Angelopoulos, Hietala, and Wilson (2017), and we found 63 events out of 247.
To further investigate whether this is caused by bouncing, we selected 13 events with less diffuse (more
beam-like) ion distributions so we can more easily identify the solar wind beam, a sunward foreshock ion
beam, and an earthward high-speed beam. In the next section, we present three representative events
from this group.

In this study, we employ a 3-D hybrid simulation to compare with our observations. A detailed description
of this code can be found in Lin and Wang (2005). The simulation is in GSE coordinates same as observa-
tions and its domain contains a hemispherical plasma region with GSE x > 0. In this hybrid code, the par-
ticle ions are advanced by their equation of motion. In addition to the particle ions, a cold, incompressible
ion fluid is also included in the inner magnetosphere to represent the plasmasphere. The electric field is
calculated from the electron momentum equation in which the electron flow velocity is derived from
Ampere’s Law. The magnetic field is advanced in time using Faraday’s law. Quasi-neutrality is assumed
in the simulation.

The simulation uses a spherical coordinate system (r, θ,ϕ) and is carried out within a geocentric distance
4 RE < r < 25 RE. The initial condition includes a dipole geomagnetic field at r < 10 RE (plus a mirror dipole
field) and the solar wind at r > 10 RE. A solar wind rotational discontinuity (RD) is imposed to generate fore-
shock transients. The magnetic field of the solar wind with the RD is described by Bx = � B0 cos ϕ,
By = B0 sin ϕ, Bz = 0, andϕ = ϕ(x) = Δϕ tanh [(x� xRD)/w], where B0 is a characteristic magnitude to normalize
the magnetic fields in the simulations, xRD is the x position of the RD’s center, VRD is the RD’s propagation

speed, andw is the RD’s initial half-width. In this study, we choose B0 = 10 nT, xRD0 = 50 RE, VRD = 5VA (VA ¼ B0

=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ0miN0

p
, where N0 = 6 cm�3 is the solar wind density in this simulation; therefore, VA ≃ 89 km/s),

w = 0.25 RE, and Δϕ = 20°. Downstream of the RD, Bx0 = Bn = � 0.47B0, By0 = � 0.171B0, and Bz0 = 0. Here
Bn denotes the magnetic field along the normal direction of the RD, the x direction in this simulation. The
solar wind flow speed across the RD based on the Rankine-Hugoniot relations is Vx = � VRD � VAn cos ϕ,
Vy = VAn sin ϕ, Vz = 0, where VAn = (Bn/B0)VA. So upstream of the RD, Vx0 = � 5.442VA, Vy0 = � 0.161VA,
and Vz0 = 0.

We use 12,000 particles perR3E to represent N0 in the solar wind. The solar wind ion inertial length is chosen to
be di0 = 0.1 RE (larger than the realistic value by a factor of ~6) (e.g., Lin et al., 2014; Tan et al., 2011). A total of
about 3 × 108 particles is employed in a run. The grid cells are uniformly distributed in the θ and ϕ directions,
with 104 and 130 grid points, respectively. In the r direction, nonuniform grid spacing is used with a higher
resolution in region of interest around the bow shock. The grid size is Δr ≃ di0 in this region so the ion kinetics
can be resolved by the simulation.

In the global hybrid simulations, ion motions are self-consistently solved, so we use such self-consistent par-
ticle tracing to study the ion acceleration mechanisms in the simulation. We select a time when the foreshock
transient is fully formed and interacts with the solar wind ions. At the appropriate time, motivated by obser-
vations, we pick representative energetic ions in the correct location in energy and in space and tag them.
Then we rerun the simulations to trace the ion trajectories and their energy evolution and determine whether
our acceleration hypotheses are valid.

3. Observations

Using THEMIS data, we now show that earthward high-speed ions can be observed inside foreshock transi-
ents’ cores. We demonstrate that such energetic earthward ions are caused by reflection and acceleration
at the core’s earthward moving upstream boundary. Shown in our previous study (Liu, Angelopoulos, &
Hietala, 2017), energetic ions can leak out. Thus, it is natural to expect leakage to be observed in this study.
In Events 2 and 3, we show that such energetic earthward ions are indeed accompanied by leaked ions either
downstream or upstream.
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3.1. Event 1

As shown in Figure 1, TH-C (at [15.8, 3.4, �2.7] RE in GSE) observed a foreshock transient with a hot, tenuous
core bounded by a shock-like structure on its upstream side. This foreshock transient is likely a foreshock bub-
ble (classification of the foreshock transient type is not necessary, however). Using the magnetic/mixed-
mode coplanarity method (Schwartz, 1998), we estimated the shock normal, [0.91, �0.40, �0.06]. The shock
normal speed in the spacecraft frame, calculated from mass conservation (Schwartz, 1998), is ~300 km/s
earthward (solar wind speed is ~520 km/s from OMNI).

Inside the core, an enhancement of ion energy flux at several keV to tens of keV can be seen in Figure 1c. The
minimum energy of this energy flux enhancement gradually decreases (the ions exhibit energy dispersion).
The flux enhancement, which can also be seen in the azimuthal (phi) spectra of the energy flux of 50 keV to
100 keV ions (Figure 1b), is evident mainly at 180° (earthward). Around the downstream boundary of the core
(first vertical dashed line in Figure 1), this flux enhancement is along the field line (black line in Figure 1b indi-
cates the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) phi angle).

To fully characterize these energetic ions, we examine the ion distributions (Figure 2). Figure 2a shows the ion
distribution around the downstream boundary of the core (the first vertical dashed line in Figure 1) in the BV
plane (X axis is parallel to the IMF; Y axis is along the bulk velocity component perpendicular to the IMF). We
see there are three components: the solar wind ion beam, an anti-field-aligned foreshock ion beam, and
another field-aligned beam in the same direction as the solar wind but much faster (~1,000 km/s). Because
the downstream IMF is mainly radial (Figure 1a), the local θBN of the bow shock is very small. Thus, as
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Figure 1. TH-C observations of Event 1. From top to bottom: (a) magnetic field in GSE coordinates (here and in all
subsequent plots XYZ, total are in blue, green, red, black, respectively); (b) ion energy flux spectra in spacecraft azimuthal
(phi) angle in the 50 keV to 100 keV energy range (black line indicates the magnetic field azimuth in spacecraft coordi-
nates); (c) ion ESA and SST (combined) energy spectra; (d) total ion density; (e) ion velocity in GSE coordinates. Vertical
dashed lines indicate the time of ion distributions in Figure 2.
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expected from adiabatic reflection model (e.g., Burgess et al., 2012), the sunward foreshock ion speed is close
to the solar wind speed.

Inside the core, on the other hand, because the magnetic field is very small, the BV plane is not well defined.
To avoid such uncertainties, we also examine the distributions in the GSE XY plane. In Figure 2d (middle of the

core; second vertical dashed line in Figure 1), the solar wind beam is
barely seen, but we can still see a sunward foreshock ion beam at
~400–500 km/s and an earthward ion beam at ~1,000 km/s. In
Figure 2f, near the upstream boundary of the core (third vertical dashed
line in Figure 1), the distribution is also dominated by the earthward
high-speed ions. Thus, the enhancement of energy flux at several keV
to tens of keV is caused by these earthward high-speed ions.

But from where do these earthward high-speed ions originate?
Because the most energetic ions are moving earthward, their source
should be at the upstream side of the enhancement, which is also
the upstream boundary of the core (FB sheath; fourth vertical dashed
line in Figure 1). Thus, one reasonable hypothesis for the ion energiza-
tion is sunward foreshock ion reflection at this boundary (see sketch
in Figure 3).

To analyze how these ions are reflected, we need to know the geometry
of the magnetic field. In Figure 1a, the magnetic field is very small inside
the core and suddenly increases to more than 10 nT at the FB sheath.
Because the magnetic field is divergenceless, the magnetic field in the
FB sheath near the boundary should be roughly perpendicular to the
boundary normal (assumed to be the same as the FB shock normal
[0.91, �0.40, �0.06]). Indeed, the magnetic field at the fourth vertical
dashed line in Figure 1 has a very strong negative Y component and a
weak negative X component, nearly perpendicular to the normal (or
along the surface in Figure 3). When sunward ions from the core reach
the FB sheath, the ion velocity must be separated into field-aligned

Figure 2. Ion distributions at four observation times (four columns correspond to four vertical dashed lines in Figure 1) in BV, GSE XY, and BE planes. The distributions
are 2-D slices extracted from 3-D distributions. The BV plane means that the X axis is in the direction of the field line (averaged over 3 s) and the V axis is in the
direction of the velocity component perpendicular to the magnetic field. The BE plane means that the X axis is along the field-line direction and the plane contains
the convection electric field, positive along the +Y axis. SW is short for solar wind.
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bow shock
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Figure 3. Sketch of Event 1. The orientation of the FB sheath and the field
direction are sketched based on measurements. Solar wind ions are first
reflected by the bow shock and then become sunward field-aligned fore-
shock ions (orange squiggly line). When these foreshock ions encounter the
enhanced magnetic field at the FB sheath, they gyrate partially along the
convection electric field (orange half turn) then move with higher energy/
speed back toward the core and occasionally past it, earthward, toward the
bow shock (red squiggly line). Some of them can also move upstream and
leak out (pink squiggly line).
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motion and gyromotion. Seen from the geometry in Figure 3, the field-aligned component, though deter-
mined by the injection direction of each ion, is on average opposite to the field direction. These ions can only
gyrate partially, mainly along negative Z, and then move back to the core. In the spacecraft frame (Earth
frame), ions gain twice the boundary normal velocity because of their partial gyration along the convection
electric field (mainly in negative Z) inside the FB sheath (Figure 3), that is, specular reflection off a
moving boundary.

To confirm this process, we look at the distribution function (Figures 2g and 2h) collected near the fourth ver-
tical dashed line in Figure 1. Because the gyroradius of ions with 1–10 keV in a 10 nT field is ~1,000 km and the
boundary normal speed is ~300 km/s, the distributions (each collected during a minimum accumulation time
of 3 s, the spin period) can cover most of the reflecting ions. In Figure 2g (BV plane), we see that the FB sheath
flow is mainly in the perpendicular direction (E × B drift, ~300 km/s earthward calculated using FB sheath
velocity and 3 s averaged magnetic field) and secondary ions are antiparallel to the field. Figure 2h is the
ion distribution in the BE plane (Y axis is the convection electric field direction; BE plane is perpendicular
to the BV plane). We see that these ions gyrate only partially, mainly along the convection electric field
(along Y axis). Therefore, the distributions are consistent with what we expect from reflection at the
upstream boundary.

Next, we discuss the energy gain from this process. Note that in Figure 2g, the Y axis is approximately
earthward. If transformed into the rest frame of the FB sheath flow (where the convection electric field is
zero), sunward and earthward moving ions (ions before and after reflection) have roughly the same speed.
However, in the spacecraft frame (Earth frame) in Figure 2g, the earthward moving (reflected) ions have an
additional twice the E × B drift speed (~600 km/s) of sunward (unreflected) ions. Indeed, in Figures 2b and
2d we see that the speed difference in the x direction between sunward (~400–500 km/s) and earthward
(~1000 km/s) ions is roughly 600 km/s. We conclude that these earthward high-speed ions are the ions
reflected by the earthward moving boundary.

The ion energy flux enhancements in our event extend outside the core’s downstream boundary (around
22:40:30–22:40:45 in Figures 1b and 1c). A previous study has shown that because of their large gyroradii,
energetic ions can easily leak from the interior of foreshock transient cores into the ambient solar wind
(Liu, Angelopoulos, & Hietala, 2017), and we suspect a similar phenomenon is occurring here. However,
because of the large, variable background magnetic field, we cannot identify the exact location of the down-
stream boundary to definitively claim that downstream leakage is occurring. We will show that process next
for Event 2, which does exhibit a clear downstream boundary.

3.2. Event 2

As shown in Figure 4, TH-C ([16.4, 2.7,�2.9] RE in GSE) observed a foreshock transient with a shock-like struc-
ture on its upstream side. This foreshock transient is likely a foreshock bubble. Using the magnetic/mixed-
mode coplanarity method (Schwartz, 1998), we estimated a shock normal [0.86, �0.31, 0.39]. The shock
normal speed in the spacecraft frame (Earth frame) calculated from mass conservation (Schwartz, 1998) is
~130 km/s earthward (solar wind speed is ~410 km/s from OMNI).

As in Event 1, inside the core there is an enhancement of ion energy flux of about several keV to tens of keV
(Figure 4c). This can also be seen in Figure 4b, where the 50 keV to 100 keV ion energy flux angular spectra
show an ion enhancement, mainly in the earthward direction. Figure 5 shows ion distributions in the BV and
XY planes at the three vertical dashed lines in Figure 4. As in Event 1, inside the core (Figure 5d), we see three
main components: the solar wind beam, sunward foreshock ions, and earthward high-speed ions. The flux
enhancement at several keV to tens of keV is mainly caused by the earthward high-speed ions, themost ener-
getic of all the components. At the boundary of the FB sheath, where Bz dominates (Figure 4a), secondary
ions are mainly moving in the positive Y direction, indicating partial gyration along the convection electric
field similar to Event 1 (see Figure S1 in the supporting information). In Figure 5d, the speed difference in
the X direction between sunward ions (200–300 km/s) and earthward ions (~500 km/s) is also consistent with
twice the boundary normal speed (~260 km/s). Therefore, as in Event 1, the ion flux enhancement is likely
caused by reflection at the earthward moving boundary.

In this event, the downstream boundary of the core is very clear (vertical dotted lines in Figure 4), unlike
Event 1. In the downstream ambient foreshock, energy dispersion at several keV to tens of keV can be seen
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Figure 5. Ion distributions at three observation times (three columns correspond to the three vertical dashed lines in Figure 4). Format same as in Figure 2.
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(Figure 4c). In the ion distributions (Figures 5a and 5b), there are three main components: the solar wind
beam, a sunward anti-field-aligned foreshock ion beam, and an earthward high-speed ion beam. The fore-
shock ion speed is very close to the solar wind speed. Based on their elevated speed, well above that of
the solar wind speed, the earthward high-speed ions correspond to the high-energy ions exhibiting disper-
sion in Figure 4c. Because the energy dispersion continues seamlessly into the foreshock transient and the
ions were moving earthward, these ions are very likely earthward high-speed ions leaking from the core
(see sketch in Figure 3).

Next, we discuss the reason for the dispersion. Using ion distributions, we have found that the dispersion is
mainly caused by a decrease in parallel speed with time (and with proximity to the core). For example, at
20:58:58–20:59:01 UT the minimum parallel speed is ~800 km/s (Figure 5a); it decreases to ~700 km/s at
20:59:01–20:59:03 UT (not shown here). One possible explanation for this dispersion is that because there
exists a start time for the ion source, that is, the time when ions start to be reflected toward the spacecraft
once the foreshock transient forms, and because these reflected ions have different parallel speeds (as ions
have broad distributions of energy and pitch angle), ions with larger parallel speed will arrive the spacecraft
earlier resulting in a dispersion signature in their minimum parallel speed. (Conversely, since the ion source is
continuous, there is no dispersion in the maximum parallel speed.) This model would result in a distance
between the spacecraft and the source along the field line of 2–3 RE for ions observed at 20:59:58–
20:59:01 UT (estimated from d/v2 � d/v1 = Δt, where v1 = 800 km/s, v2 = 700 km/s, and Δt = 3 s). To further
confirm this model, we calculate the minimum energy (the sum of minimum parallel energy and the energy
from local E × B drift) as a function of time to fit the dispersion. The relation d/v � d/vsw = Δt is used to cal-
culate the minimum parallel speed, where Δt is the observed (arrival) time difference between ions and the
downstream boundary, v is ion parallel speed, and vsw is solar wind speed as downstream boundary is typi-
cally the driver discontinuity convecting with the solar wind. (The reason we use downstream boundary
instead of upstream boundary is that initially two boundaries are at the same position, and it is difficult to
calculate the arrival time of upstream boundary due to its complicated shape and motion.) When we choose
d = ~2.4 RE, the model (black line in Figure 4c) can fit the dispersion very well. Note that inside the core the
minimum energy is determined by the ions moving slower than the downstream boundary; thus, the black
line in the core is highly affected by the local E × B drift speed and is not very smooth. Thus, we confirm the
explanation that ions with faster parallel speed arrive earlier is likely the reason of dispersion in this event and
probably also in Event 1.

Next, we see if we can also identify leakage upstream. If we look at the distributions at the third vertical
dashed line in Figure 4, in the BV plane (Figure 5e), we mainly see solar wind ions and sunward anti-field-
aligned foreshock ions. In the XY plane (Figure 5f), on the other hand, we see there is a third component mov-
ing sunward with flux stronger than background foreshock ions. However, it is very difficult to determine
whether these sunward ions are related to the FB and whether they are reflected ions by the FB shock or
leaked ions from the core. In Event 3, to be discussed in the next section, there is ion leakage identified in
the upstream region.

3.3. Event 3

As shown in Figure 6, TH-B ([11.9, 4.8,�2.4] RE in GSE) observed two foreshock transients. Based on their den-
sity variations (Figure 6d), these two foreshock transients are very likely HFAs with two compressional bound-
aries. Their upstream boundary may be a shock, but because there is no stable upstream region for the first
HFA’s shock, we only calculate the normal and normal speed of the second HFA’s shock: [0.89, 0.28, �0.36]
and ~100 km/s earthward (solar wind speed is ~420 km/s from OMNI). Inside the cores of two foreshock tran-
sients, ion energy is higher than in the downstream background based on energy spectra (Figure 6c).
Upstream of both foreshock transients, clear energy dispersion can be seen.

To further explain the ion spectra, we look at the ion distributions. Inside the cores of both foreshock transi-
ents, there are three components: solar wind ions, sunward foreshock ions, and earthward high-speed com-
ponent (Figures 7a, 7b, 7e, and 7f). As in the previous two events, these are very likely ions reflected by the
compressional boundary, which was moving towards the spacecraft.

Upstream of the two foreshock transients, there are only two components, a solar wind ion beam and a field-
aligned component moving earthward at the E × B drift speed (Figures 7c, 7d, 7g, and 7h). First, note that the
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IMF had an almost zero X component upstream of both foreshock transients (Figure 6a). Thus, solar wind ions
are only in the perpendicular direction (Figures 7c and 7g), and there are no sunward foreshock ions from the
local bow shock. The energy dispersion is caused by increases in parallel speed of the secondary component
for both transients. We note, in passing, that the IMF configuration and distribution evolution in this event are
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Figure 6. TH-B observations of Event 3. Same format as in Figures 1 and 4.

Figure 7. Ion distributions at four observation times (four columns correspond to four vertical dashed lines in Figure 4). Format same as in Figure 2.
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almost same as in the third event in Liu, Angelopoulos, and Hietala (2017), where leakage was also seen,
except that those occurred on the other (the upstream) side of the HFA. As in our previous work, we argue
that these ions are leaked from foreshock transients, propagating along the field line as they drift
earthward. The observed dispersion is due to the fact that as the distance between the foreshock transient
and the spacecraft increases, field-aligned ions with larger parallel speed but the same E × B drift speed
can proceed farther along the field line.

4. Simulations

From the previous observations, we have shown that sunward foreshock ions in the cores of foreshock tran-
sients can be reflected by an earthward moving boundary and gain energy. To further confirm this, we
employed a generic 3-D global hybrid simulation motivated by the characteristics epitomized by the 3 events
presented herein represent the other 10 events in our database. Figure 8 shows our simulation result in an XY
cut (Z = 0) and an XZ cut (Y = 10 RE, because the foreshock is in the first quadrant of the XY plane as IMF is
[�4.7,�1.7, 0] nT). Also shown in Movie S1 in the supporting information, after the bow shock forms the fore-
shock starts to develop upstream of quasi-parallel bow shock and is much more disturbed than quasi-
perpendicular bow shock (Figures 8a and 8b). In the foreshock, spontaneous structures with large variation
of density and field strength can be seen (including foreshock cavities, foreshock cavitons, and spontaneous
hot flow anomalies). Later, a rotational discontinuity convects into the simulation domain. A foreshock

Figure 8. Three-dimensional global hybrid simulation results at time (a, b) t ¼ 40 Ω�1
0 to show the foreshock and (c, d) t

¼ 74 Ω�1
0 to show a fully formed FB. Contours of themagnetic fieldmagnitude B(nT) (Figures 8a and 8c) and densityN(cm�3)

(Figures 8b and 8d) in the XY (Z = 0) and XZ (Y = 10 RE) planes. Red lines indicate Earth’s closed dipole field lines, and
blue lines indicate IMF field lines. Quasi-parallel bow shock (Qpara), quasi-perpendicular bow shock (Qperp), spontaneous
hot flow anomaly (SHFA), rotational discontinuity (RD), and foreshock bubble (FB core and FB shock) are labeled.
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bubble (identified by its tenuous core bounded by a shock labeled in Figures 8c and 8d) forms upstream of
the RD, grows larger and larger, and collides with the bow shock. The variation patterns of the magnetic field
and density are quite similar. Our 3-D simulation is consistent with previous 2-D simulations by Omidi et al.
(2010), except that the FB in our system has a finite shape in the YZ plane (Figure 8), leading to important
constraints on how particles can evolve.

To compare more directly with observations, we put multiple virtual spacecraft in the first quadrant of the XY
plane. Here we present the observation by one of these spacecraft at [13.2, 4.8, 0.0] RE (r = 14 RE, φ = 70°) as an
example (Figure 9), because this spacecraft crosses the middle of the fully formed FB. Figure 9 reveals the
classic signatures of a foreshock bubble with a hot, tenuous core bounded by a shock on its upstream side.
Inside the core, there is an enhancement of ion energy flux at several keV (Figure 9f). To find the reason for
the energy flux enhancement, we look at ion distributions (vertical dotted line in Figure 9) in the XY and XZ
planes (Figures 9g and 9h). As in observations, there are three main components: the solar wind beam, a sun-
ward foreshock ion beam, and an earthward high-speed component. The sunward foreshock ion speed is
close to the solar wind speed; thus, the enhancement of ion energy flux at several keV corresponds to the
most energetic earthward high-speed component, as in observations. Note that the earthward high-speed
component has two beams, one mainly in the earthward direction with stronger flux, and the other one with
a strong YZ component with weaker flux.

To understand the ion distributions, we trace each component in Figures 9g and 9h to obtain their trajec-
tories. We first confirm that the solar wind beam is indeed directly from the solar wind (but decelerated;
we will discuss this in section 5), and sunward ions are bow shock-reflected solar wind ions, that is, foreshock
ions that enter the core (not shown here). What about earthward ions? Figure 10 shows representative ion
trajectories corresponding to two earthward ion beams (star and cross in Figures 9g and 9h). As seen in
Figures 10a–10d, both ions are originally solar wind ions. Then they are reflected by the bow shock and
become foreshock ions. This process barely increases their energy (indicated by trajectory colors) because

Figure 9. Virtual satellite observations at [13.2, 4.8, 0.0] RE in the simulation for (a) magnetic field B (nT), (b) electric field
E (mV/m), (c) ion density N (cm�3), (d) ion flow velocity V (km/s), (e) ion temperature T (eV), and (f) ion energy flux J εð Þ
keV= cm s sr keVð Þð Þ. Ion velocity distributions in the (g) (vx, vy) and (h) (vx, vz) planes at t ¼ 74 Ω�1

0 (denoted by the vertical
dotted line).
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the local bow shock is quasi-parallel. Then these sunward ions encounter the FB sheath and are reflected.
Upon reflection the ions gain energy (from ~1–2 keV to 4.2 keV for ion-1 and to 3.7 keV for ion-2). (Movie S1
in the supporting information section shows the motion of traced ions even more clearly.) Therefore, our
ion tracing results confirm our explanation of energization of earthward high-speed ions.

But how are ions reflected and why are there two beams? As seen in Figure 9a, there are two magnetic field
peaks in the FB sheath: one mainly in the Y direction, and a second one mainly in the Z direction. In
Figures 10a–10d, we label the magnetic and electric field directions at the time and location of reflection
of each ion. As shown in Figures 10a and 10b (corresponding to star in Figures 9g and 9h), the local magnetic
field has an enhanced By and electric field is dominated by Ez (we do not consider Bx as Bx does not affect Vx,
but with a finite Bx the boundary is closer to a magnetic mirror than to a discontinuity). In Figure 10b, we see
ions gyrate partially on the XZ plane along Ez back to the core. Ion-2 (cross in Figures 9g and 9h) is similar but
reflected by the enhancement of Bz: ions partially gyrate on the XY plane along Ey (Figure 10c), although their
reflection occurs at a different time for the two beams (corresponding to two different but well-formed mag-
netic structures within the FB). The calculated instant gyroradii of ion-1 and ion-2 using By and Bz at the reflec-
tion point (labeled in Figures 10a and 10d) are 1.98 RE and 1.56 RE, respectively, consistent with the ion
trajectory shown in Figures 10b and 10c. Thus, both ion trajectories are consistent with our explanation of
the reflection process from observations (Figures 2g and 2h): when ions in the core encounter the enhanced
magnetic field in the YZ plane, they gyrate partially along the convection electric field (Earth frame) back to
the core. Additionally, we see that the difference between the two beams is that they are reflected at different
locations on the FB sheath with different magnetic field directions. Note that most of our observations and
virtual spacecraft observations in simulations see only one earthward beam, probably because for ions
reflected at different locations to reach the same point at the same time has rather low possibility.

In the observations, we saw that energetic ions in the core can leak out. To confirm this, we continued to trace
these earthward high-speed ions after they reach the virtual spacecraft. (We do not show a full ion trajectory
from solar wind to acceleration and then leakage, because details of acceleration and leakage can be seen
more clearly in two separate figures.) Figure 11 shows two representative subsequent trajectories of these

Figure 10. Two representative ion trajectories (projected in the XY and XZ planes) that are accelerated in the foreshock
bubble. The color of the trajectories represents the energy of the ions. The black curves are the contours of number den-
sity at 11 cm�3 showing the locations of the magnetopause and bow shock mapped to the XY (Z = 0) and XZ (Y = 5RE)
planes. The prism indicates the virtual spacecraft. The asterisk indicates the reflection point with position (r), magnetic field
(B), and electric field (E) listed.
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earthward high-speed ions. We see one traced ion directly leak downstream towards the bow shock, which is
consistent with event 2 of our observations and similar to our sketch in Figure 3. The other one is reflected by
the downstream boundary of the core and then exits the core on the upstream side, along the field line into
the solar wind. This is more consistent with event 3 of our observations (although the field line direction is
different in the observations). Thus, from simulations, we confirm that accelerated, energetic ions in the
core can indeed leak out to both the downstream and upstream sides.

In our observations, we found that leakage can be accompanied by energy dispersion. In Figure 9, we can see
dispersion, but only inside the core. At the other virtual spacecraft we observed energy dispersion on the
downstream side of the core (not shown here). By analyzing ion distributions and the magnetic field direc-
tion, we found that the dispersion is caused by the local presence of Bz at the downstream boundary (this

can also be seen in Figure 9a at t ¼ 71 Ω�1
0 ). Thus, some ions leaked downstream must gyrate prior to reach-

ing the spacecraft. As the distance between the virtual spacecraft and FB decreases, these ions need smaller
gyroradii or energy to reach the virtual spacecraft. This mechanism is similar to the first event in Liu,
Angelopoulos, and Hietala (2017), in which Bx = 0 and ions leaked from an HFA need larger energy to gyrate
towards the spacecraft as the HFA moves away from it.

5. Discussion

Our observation and simulation results show that ions in the core can be accelerated through reflection at the
earthward moving boundary; that is, they execute at least one bounce from the bow shock to the foreshock
transient boundary. But could there be multiple bounces? To answer this question, we need to know the frac-
tion of reflection/leakage. Whether ions get reflected or leak out depends on how further ions penetrate the
boundary. In our reflection model (Figure 3), we simplify the field direction in the boundary to be along the
boundary surface. Thus, the maximum distance that ions penetrate is R� R · sin φ, where R is ion gyroradius
and φ is the initial gyrophase when ions enter the boundary (from �π/2 to π/2). The flux fraction of leakage

assuming isotropic distribution with certain speed v is 2=πð Þ∫
π=2

θc
sin θ sin θ dθ ∫

φc

�π=2
cos φ dφ , where θ is the

initial pitch angle, sin θc = Bqd/mv, and sinφc = 1� sin θc/ sin θ . When sinθc = Bqd/mv ≤ 1 (otherwise there is
no leakage), we have the flux fraction of leakage as 1 � 2θc/π. We see that larger ion energy, smaller field
strength, and smaller boundary thickness can result in more leakage. For example, when B = 10 nT,

Figure 11. Two representative ion leakage trajectories after they have been accelerated inside the foreshock bubble. Same
format as in Figure 10.
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d = 1000 km, and particle energy is 10 keV, the flux fraction of leakage is ~51%. This means that while multiple
bounces are still possible, their probability becomes lower and lower as the particle energy increases. In the
simulation, we do see 2–3 bounces accelerating ions to tens of keV (e.g., Movie S1c), but the flux is very low
(limited by the number of particles in the 3-D simulations—with more particles there could be even more
bounces observed in the simulation resulting in even higher energies). In the future, we could further inves-
tigate the model of multiple bounces by calculating theoretical spectra and comparing them with observa-
tions and simulations.

Next, we discuss the potential impact of ion acceleration by foreshock transients. After the ions are acceler-
ated, some of them leak downstream into the magnetosheath and move toward high latitudes (e.g.,
Figures 11a and 11b). These ions could later enter the magnetosphere through the cusp, as shown in the
study by Lin et al. (2007), affecting the magnetosphere-ionosphere system. In fact, from simulations we see
some energetic ions that enter the magnetosheath can also be ejected out into the solar wind later, becom-
ing foreshock ions again, but now with much higher energy than typical foreshock ions. In Figures 11c and
11d, we see a case of how energetic ions can also directly leak upstream, contributing to foreshock ions.
The potential geoeffectiveness of foreshock transient-accelerated particles requires further investigation.

The quasi-parallel bow shock is widely considered as an ineffective particle accelerator compared to the
quasi-perpendicular shock (smaller acceleration rates (e.g., Lee et al., 2012); this is consistent with our obser-
vations and simulations showing that the foreshock ion speed is quite close to the solar wind speed (e.g.,
Figures 2, 5, and 9)). However, when foreshock transients form upstream of the quasi-parallel shock, they
can help quasi-parallel shock to provide very energetic ions, which could be scattered to become diffuse
foreshock ions. The source of diffuse foreshock ions is still debated. This study, along with a previous one
(Liu, Hietala, et al., 2016) revealing solar wind ion acceleration at the new foreshock of an FB shock, indicates
that foreshock transients, though formed from foreshock ions themselves, may in turn become one of the
sources of diffuse foreshock ions.

Ion acceleration inside foreshock transients again indicates that foreshock transients could be a preaccelera-
tor for parent bow shock diffusive shock acceleration, as suggested by Liu, Hietala, et al. (2016) and Wilson
et al. (2016). Additionally, from Movie S1, we see that before the formation of FB, many spontaneous fore-
shock transients formed. From particle tracing in such complex but self-consistent fields, we see that some
traced ions can experience acceleration by repeated reflections between the bow shock and these sponta-
neous structures. This implies that foreshock transients may also be an integral part of the parent shock’s
ion diffusive shock acceleration. The possible role of foreshock transients in parent shock acceleration needs
further study in future.

From ion energy spectra in observations and simulations (Figures 1c, 1e, 4c, 4e, 6c, 6e, 9d, and 9f), we notice
another common characteristic: continuous deceleration of solar wind speed in the core. From an MHD per-
spective, concentration and thermalization of foreshock ions by the driver discontinuity can result in a local
enhancement in thermal pressure. Such thermal pressure can then decelerate solar wind ions, in other words,
expand and push back cold solar wind ions in the solar wind frame. The expansion requires the divergence of
velocity to be positive. In the solar wind frame, continuous deceleration of solar wind speed becomes contin-
uous acceleration of expansion speed along the sunward direction, the expansion direction, resulting in posi-
tive divergence of velocity (which is the reason for the density decrease inside the core). Thus, the gradual
deceleration of the solar wind speed is a sign of foreshock transient expansion in the sunward direction.
And similarly, the expansion in other directions can result in continuous deflection of solar wind direction.

In this study, an FB driven by a rotational discontinuity is simulated as an example to compare with observa-
tions and visualize the bouncing process. Other types of foreshock transients with compressional bound-
aries (including HFAs, SHFAs, and foreshock cavities) can have similar process with different details. For
example, in the simulation before the arrival of FB, some ions bounce between the bow shock and multiple
spontaneous foreshock transients (see Movie S1). Additionally, because HFAs move along the bow shock
surface in YZ direction, ions reflected by HFA’s upstream boundary could also have strong YZ component
(e.g., Figure 7f). In future, more simulations could be applied to confirm these details.

In this study, we show one ion acceleration mechanism inside foreshock transients that can explain a mod-
erate subset of our events (63 out of 247). In other events, there could also be ion acceleration, but it is hard to
identify. For example, in some events, ions are so diffuse that we cannot distinguish any of their components.
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Other possible acceleration mechanisms, including wave-particle interactions, need to be further investi-
gated in the future.

6. Summary and Conclusions

From observations, we show that in a moderate subset of events (63 of 247 events), there is ion energy flux
enhancement in foreshock transients’ cores at several keV to tens of keV corresponding to earthward moving
ions. By analyzing ion distributions and the magnetic field direction at the FB sheath, we reveal that those
earthward high-speed ions are reflected and accelerated at the earthward moving foreshock transient
boundary through partial gyration along the convection electric field. We show that those energetic ions
can leak out of the core into the surroundings, which is consistent with our previous study (Liu, Lu, et al.,
2017). To further confirm observation results, we conduct 3-D global hybrid simulations. We show similar
ion energy flux enhancement up to several keV corresponding to earthward high-speed ions. By using par-
ticle tracing, we confirm that those ions are indeed reflected and accelerated by the earthward moving
boundary through partial gyration along an electric field. We also confirm that those ions can leak out both
downstream and upstream. Therefore, we conclude that foreshock transients can indeed accelerate ions
inside them and that one acceleration mechanism is reflection at an earthward moving boundary.

This study, along with other recent observations (e.g., Liu, Hietala, et al., 2016; Liu, Angelopoulos, & Hietala,
2017; Liu, Angelopoulos, Hietala, & Wilson, 2017; Liu, Lu, et al., 2017; Wilson et al., 2016), demonstrates
foreshock transients’ ability to accelerate particles, implying that they have an important role in shock
acceleration like providing a source for diffusive shock acceleration and repopulating foreshock ions, and
potentially contributing to enhanced magnetospheric fluxes. These topics deserve more attention and
multipoint studies in the future.
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